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· .. El Salvador fight for freedom 
presented by FD~ rep tonight 
Much has been said imd .written . Xavier, and said that Velasquez will reinstated it. Shortly before Presi-
, about the present conflict in: the speak contrary -to the continuation dent Carter left office he .added 
tiny Cenlral Am~rican nation ofEl of aid by the U.S. tq: El Salvador. . military weapo~s to the aid the 
.. Salvador. The Xavier. community is · ·The U.S. stopped aid for a shott government receives. . 
offered a chanGe to hear the side of period after three American nuns · Velasquez's. speech is sponsored 
the· revolutionaries tonight at 8 were killed allegedly by the Salva- by the theology department and the 
p.m. in the Xavier Theatre. .dorian government, then quick_ly Romero Center. 
Mario Velasquez, a member a.nd 
· official representative of the Revo-
· lutionary Democratic Front (FDR),-
will present the views of those fight-
ing against the government of El 
Salvador. The FDR is the united 
organization of all those fighting 
· the junta government. · 
: Velasquez purports to tell -the 
· true story of what is going on in the 
small Central American nation. He 
will talk. about the situation in El 
Salvador and present his case 
against the U.S. government which 
is giving aid to his government; 
. . . . . . . . . . Kalle Donovan: Photo 
Students saw "Xavier Today" last Thursday as It played In the University 
Cen.ter. From the right, Dr. William Jones and John LaRocca, $.J., two "stars" 
of the film, turned out to view their performances. 
Velasquez is a native of El 
Salvador who is presently teach-: . 
ing in a high school in suburban 
Washington, D.C. He is also the 
liaison between those in the U.S. 
who are interested in El Salvador· 
· and the FDR. He is presently travel-. 
ing throughout the Midwest telling· 
the revolutionaries' side of the . 
events in EI Salvador. 
Se.squi film R,l&kes de~ut 
for alumni an~d .. students· 
The FDR itself is an organization . 
tion WLWT. Acc()rding to Cha~les of trade unions, .farmers organi" · By TERRY SMITH 
· • -· · · · News Edllof ·: 
"Xavier Today," Jhe film that 
was four months in the making on· 
and around campus had its premier 
showing last Thursday. The film 
· was produced as part of the Sesqui~. 
centennial celebration. 
· Car-ey, director, ci'f.ihfoi·ri1aiion ser-. zations~ 1~1igious ancJ lm1nali dg1lts 
vices, the film was an'·attempno . activi~ts in El Salvador. ·.. · 
show a"Iittle of Xavier's history and According to Velasquez.and-his 
some of what Xavier is like in its su·pporters, the U.S. is funneling 
l50th year. . . . . . · aid to the government of El ·sal-
The fiim lasts only l.6 minutes, . vador. He.will be lobbying against a 
and this is why, according to Carey, continuation of this aid. . 
SG -rejects funds ·request 
·to .pay for. Velasquez visit 
By RANDAL McCRA VY 
Managing Editor 
. Student Senate Co-chairman 
of. the Speakers · Committee 
Terry Smith requested $100 
· from· Student Government on 
Monday to pay for tonight's 
speaker, Mario Velasquez of the 
Revolutionary Dem.ocratic 
Front.. The reason senators gave 
for disapproving the funding 
was that the proposal was fua<;le 
too late for Student Government 
to appear. on the publicity as a 
sponsor. 
During debate many senators · 
complained that it took. the 
sponsors too long to request 
funding ·from SG. They were 
afraid that this would set a pre-· 
cedent .. 
. According to SO President 
·· Kathy Falso the sponsors had 
approached her earlier this 
month about possible SO fund-
.' fag. They then came back to her 
and said they wou!d approach 
other sources. According to 
Fran_k Oppenheim, S.J.,. the 
man respons~ble for Velasquez's 
appearance," he had never talked· 
to ·Falso but . had talked to 
Speaker ·Committee Co-
Chairman Terry. _Smith'. 
When approached with the 
fact that ·Falso had not been 
directly coniacted she 'stated that 
Assistant Dean of Students Den-
. ny Moller had told her that he 
would find funding in his 
'~udget. Moller said that he had 
not contacted Falso in regards to 
this matter, When the News ap. 
· proached Falso with Moller's 
statement she said, "He did; 
he's fuli°of it. I don't know why 
he is lying." Moller· responded 
to this statement by saying· that 
he did not recall speaking with 
Falso about this matter. 
Although many· senators 
understood ·the -amount, $100, 
was a very small amount out of a 
present budget of $19,000, they 
- did not like being asked to bail 
. out the sponsors at the last min-
ute. When the vore was taken 
only two senators voted for 
funding .. Student reaction to the /iim ... 
See CAMPUS COMMENT, .. 
page 6 
many parts had to be shortened or · · . Fran k 0 pp e Ii he im , . S .' J , , 
cut out. Over 10 hours of film were associate professor ot' philosophy, 
shot for the productiQn. Because Of arranged for Velasquez to come to 
·}n~.e~~~esf~g~~~5it!~re~~?0~~~~·-5. ~m::a ... s···t Ku· .h I m·an raises money 
cuttmg room_ floor." I::. . . . · · 
The film portrays various facets 
of history and life of Xavier's cam-
pus. The film was unveiled at the 
.. Sesquicentennial breakfast Thurs-
day. morning' and was shown 
· throughout the day. in the Uni-
. versity Center. · 
"Xavier Today"_ was done by· 
Xavier's Public Information Office 
with the assistance of television sta-
The. · film gives a glimpse . of · 
Xavier's history with a re~creation 
o(tlie.Jesuits':arrival in 1840. Then 
through various' scenes on and. off·. 
campus; much of the ch.aracter and 
activity of· today's Xavier is· por-
trayed. · · 
._ "The film will be used by the uni-
versity at alumni functiOi:J.s and to 
recruit students throu&h the admis-
sicins office.' · 
:Cincy mayor to bring 
PR week to. cam.pus--
( 
Mayor David Mann will talk to The exchange will take place 
Greater _Cincinnati college students from 7 to · 8:30 the evening of 
and ans~ver their questions about . Thursday, Jan. 29, at the Vonder-
communications with City Hall as · Haar Terrace Room in the Univer-
part of Public Relations. Week in sity Center. 
· Cincinnati. 
Ride ·the bus 
to the game 
Student Goverriment . will 
sponsor a btis for students to go 
to Riverfront Coliseum tonight 
to see the men's basketball teain· 
play Oral Robeit's. The bus will 
depart at 7:30 p.m. ·from 
Ledgewood Avenue i.n front of 
Kuhlman. There is no charge to 
students. 
According to the Mayor,. "I'm . 
happy to participate in this special 
event for Public Relations Week 
· because communication about what 
is being _done is .a vital part of get-
ting things accomplished, How peo-
ple -view .our activities can deter-
mine whether or not we can expect 
success." .-
·Public Relations Week is being 
coordinated by the Cincinnati chap-
ter of the 10,000-member Public 
Rela~ions Society of America. 
A one-dollar admission will en-
title students. to two soft drinks or 
two glasses of beer. Reservations· 
are necessary and can· be made by 
calling Susan Hines at 421-4460. 
rubbin~g- students the· right \ft!ay 
By MARY ROESENER 
News Reporter 
Caf and Grill parties, Bagel and' 
Pizza Sales, and even an occasional 
raffle are the most common ways 
dorm students have found to raise. 
money. 5-East Kuhlman,- found a 
very different, yet fun and profit-
. able ·way to ·make "an honest 
buck." 
· Last week the "Fighting Fifths" 
sponsored a backrub service. It 
wasn't a professional service with 
hot towels and lotion, although the 
girls were given basic instructions 
on the art of massage, it was just a 
unique way to meet people While 
raising money. . _ 
Donna Dresher, a sophomore 
biology major, gave the girls some 
basic backrub techniques which she 
learned while training to be a 
nurse's aid and a candy striper at 
Kettering Hospital, in Kettering, 
Ohio. . 
Eileen Beaudry, the senior resi-
dent on the. wing, said she got the 
idea from a friend who ·had seen it 
done at another school. At first~ 
many of the girls had reservations 
about going'.through with it. 
"We had to consider what people 
would think," . said sophomore 
Lynn Marie Swab. "We concluded 
that there was nothing wrong with 
it. It was all done in good fun." 
· Everyone will agree that the ori-
ginality of the idea was its bes.t as~ 
pect, but because some Xavier stu-
dents have a fear of trying new 
things most recipients did not call 
. for themselves. Rather, someone· 
would call and buy a backrub for a_ 
friend "as ·a joke." The paradox is · 
that· the person who .received the 
backrub "as a joke" got the .last 
laugh: everyone ·thoroughly. en-
joyed the backrubs .. It was awk-
ward for some of t\te "surprise" 
recipients. 
given backrubs and not one of them 
was disappointed. "Face it, ~every: 
one enjoys backr.ubs," said 
Beaudry". 
Anyone who wants another back-
rub or if you missed out last week, 
Beaudry said the service will open 
again later in the semester. You can 
. have a backrub "party" like some 
"on the first night some guys of the guys in Brockman, you can 
didn't even know there was.a back- buy one for a friend or better yet 
·rub service, so they were not sure you can buy one for yourself, as 
what was going on when we went to Jim Bier said, "I had a smile on my 
their doors," said Kathleen "Nit- face the whole time, it was well 
ter" Broderick. Over 50 guys were worth $ L" . 
Kalla Donovan. Photo 
Sophomore Claire Bajczyk gives Bill Macke, senior, a backrub to raise money 
for her wing. · · · · 
. , ..~ 
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Haiti . v.olunteers. gained· as ·much -as they gave 
B~ TERRY S~llTH i\kCravy, J'ustin Power, Mike 
Sd1loemer, Lisa Weridel, Meg 
Zink,· and Marina Zvetina. They 
were accompanied by Ed Schmidt, 
S.J., director of Campus Ministry, 
and Richard Morris, a member of 
the. Bellarmine Chapel community. 
At one rime Morris. attempted to 
start a business in Haiti. 
News Editor 
Cn'in!! babies . ..:o..:kroai.:hes, rats, 
th~ si~1dl l1f 1?.arba!!.e and human 
"aste, and the ~xperlen..:e of human 
ln11u!er led 10 a sdf-desi.:ribed "sen-
sor~:-overload'' for.a group of eight 
\:I\ ier students who spent two 
''eeks of the Christmas \·acarion in 
p·lm-. .\ti-Prin..:e, Haiti. 
The main purpose of the trip was 
for the students to work for Sister 
The ·students in the group were: 
Craig .Geisse, Kathy Kirk, Randal 
-update-.. -
Manresa Director 
Campus Ministry has announced that it is seeking interested and 
qualified students to apply for the position of DIRECTOR OF 
i\IANRESA '81. We are beginning thiS search early so that the new 
director can have ample time to form a· team. 
· Qualifications include communication and .organizational skills 
and ability to help personify what MANRESA has stood for over the 
past 18 years. Applicants will be expected to fill in a form; those who 
pass an initial screening based on these forms will be invited.to an in-
ten'iew with Campus Ministry staff and former Manresa directors. 
I . . -
Application forms are available at the Information Desk, Univ. 
Center; at the Reception Desk, 2nd Floor-Sullivan Hall; or from the 
Campus Ministry offices (request in person, by mail, or by phone). 
Application deadline: Friday, Feb. 13. Projected announcement 
date: Monday; Feb. 23. · 
"A Walking Tour of Paris (1981·1982)" · 
·· Details for" A Walking Tour of Paris" - to be offered again dur-
ing the 1981-1982 academic year ~ will be announced in mid-. 
February. 
Vegetarian Meals 
The · Earthbread-Pied Piper-sponsored vegetarian ,meals will 
resume tonight at Ratterman House, across from Marion Hall, at 
5:30 p.m. All are invited, for a m.inimal cost of $1. · 
Piper Liturgy · 
· Once again, the Piper invites all students t~ its weekly liturgy 
tonight at 10 p.m. at the Piper, 3868 .Ledgewood Ave. Cheese .and 
. crackers foil ow after the liturgy.. · ·. · 
Winter Camping Trip . 
The Pied Piper is sponsoring a camping trip the weekend of Feb. 
27-March I. All students are invited, but only a limited number will 
be going. Anyone inter.ested should call 745-3365 to sign-up or for 
further informatfon. 
Black Awareness Week Banquet 
Tickets are available for this year's Black Awareness Week Ban-
quet, to be held at Stouffers Saturday, Feb. 21. The keynote speaker 
will be Professor Barbara Sizemore. Tickets are $20 and-can be pur-
chased at the Urban Affairs Office, 3846 Ledgewood Ave. For more 
information on the program and tickets call 745~3 I 8 I. 
......._.,,,,ESQUI 
Wed., .Jan. 28 
Thurs., Jan. 29 
Fri., Jan. 30 
Sat., Jan. Jl 
Sun., Feb. 1 · 
Mon:, Feb. 2 
Tues., Feb. 3 
SABB - Fordham Room, Univ. Center, 1:30 
p.m. . 
Speaker; Mario Velasquez speaking on El 
Salvador, Theatre, Univ. Center, 8 p.m. 
Piper Liturgy - Pied Piper. 
M. Basketball: XU vs. Oral Roberts, Coliseum, 8 
p.m. 
PRSSA - Terrace Room, Univ. Center, 7 p.m. 
MBA Club - Faculty.Guest Room, Univ. Center, 
12 noon 
Film: "Manhattan" - Theatre, Univ. Center, 
I :30 and 7 p.m. 
T.G.I.F. Party - Grill, Univ. Center, 4 p.m. 
English Program Banquet. - Terrace Room, 
Univ. Center, 7 p.m. 
W~ Basketball: XU vs. Youngstown State, away, 7 
p.m. 
MBA Club - Mezzanine, Univ. Center, 12 noon 
W. Basketball: XU vs. John Carroll, away, 2 p.in. 
.Delta Sigma Pi - OKI Room, Univ. Center, 6:30 
p.m. 
Jazz Piano Concert, featuring Adam Makowicz 
:_Theatre, Univ. Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Student Senate Meeting - Terrace Room, Univ. 
Center, 1:30 p.m. 
Community Orchestra - Theatre, Univ. Center, 7 
p.m. 
Interview Sign-ups -·OKI Room, Univ. Center, 
1:30 p.m. 
Sailing Club meeting - Fordham Room, Univ. 
Center, 7 p.m. . · 
Hockey: XU vs. Steamers, Dixie Bowl, 9:30 p.m. 
Veronique, a French~Canadian nun· 
who runs three orphanages in the 
city. The students scrubbed walls at 
the poorest of the three or-
phanages. It i.s the poorest because. 
it· gets no government aid because 
the .children there are adopted out 
of the country, usually into French 
Canada or France. Because they· 
· leave the country, the government 
does not consider them investments 
for the future. 
· The students spent the majority 
of their time working at a medical 
dispensary that Sister Veronique 
opened recently in a slum area of 
the city.' They painted walls, ceil-
ings, doors; and window shutters. 
The work was frustrating beca.use, 
as Zvetina said, :~·we wer'e making 
futile attempts to do a good job by 
our standards while working with 
inadequate equipment." 
One of the more rewarding ac-
tivities for the students was playing 
with· the kids at the orphanage. As 
Zink said, "Kids are kids, no mat-
ter where you are." She said. that 
she felt it was important to show 
these children that they are loved. · 
Looking back on the experience, 
each member of the group em-
. phasized different perspectives. . 
s·chloemer felt confused because: he · 
believes that what he and the rest of 
the group did -was ·good, but 
wondered whether "we really 
helped any of the people." · 
Wendel emphasized that Haiti. is 
a land of contrasts. She saw con-
trasts between "the really rich and 
the poor, between the.beauty of the 
Ed Schmidt Photo 
Senior-Justin Power listens to a blind Haitian girl on.the trip that exposed him 
to a life he· "knew nothing about." · · · · , 
' .. 
isl~nd and the poverty th~t exists in . stay, the group does not feel totally 
all too many areas." She belit;!ves ·optimistic about Haiti's future~ As 
that 'the trip would have lost some ·. Mords said, no changes in con-
of its value if' the students had not . sciousness or government can be 
been exposed to such extremes. · made until the·people.are no longer 
The entire group saw the trip as a hungry, when they all· have 
learning· experience. Power ·said someplace to live. He believes that 
that he learned "a lot. about a life food·is the real problem. "A close 
that I knew nothing about." Zink friend, . an American ex-patriate 
agreed, saying that "the people did , who has lived in Haiti for 60 
more for me than l did for them. I years, told me that the situation is 
feel like I literally brought Haiti , ge_tting worse, Soon the people will 
back with me." begin to starve, so they will go to 
Looking back on their two-week Continued on page 8 
.S_tudent Volunteers offer program 
for ·st~.rdents to help hand-icapped 
By RA!'llDAL McCRA VY 
Mana.glng Editor 
Student Volunteers,. the 
organization that, coordinates 
·volunteer programs on campus, will 
offer something new for students 
this semester .. · 
"Special Religious· Education" 
will involve students with mentally 
and physically handicapped adults. · 
According to Jean Eichold, co-
director of the volunteers, the new 
program began as a one day retreat 
for handicapped ·.adults last 
semester at ·Xavier. Eich old said 
that the program "was. very sue- . 
cesSful, so we wanted them to come 
here on a regular basis." 
Eichold worked with Sister Ann 
Yonder. Muelen of the Cincinnati 
archdiocese, who initiated the 
"Special Religious Education" pro-
gram in this area, to get the pro-
gram started. · 
Eichold stated that the group will 
meet once a month on Friday from 
7:30~9:30 p.m. The adults will 
divide into small groups of five to 
IO people, with three or more 
voluntee~s per group. They will 
discuss gospel readings in these 
groups as well as other activities, 
such as arts and crafts for 
entertainment. 
The. focus of the program, ac-
cording to Eichola, is mainly to 
give the handicapped adults some 
religious education. While doing 
so, Eichold believes that the adults 
will also "realize that they have 
talents and gifts that they can give 
to others." The adults also have the 
opportunity to become integrated 
into the community.· 
, From the volunteers' perspective, 
the new program gives students 
"the opportunity to share their 
beliefs with mentally ·retarded 
adults." Along with this, Eichold 
said the volunteers .can open 
themselves up to "the realities of 
handicapped people in our 
society." 
Besides this new program, 'there 
are several other opportunities for 
students to volunteer their services 
on campus.These opportunities in-
clude: supervising groups such as 
St. Rita's School for· the Deaf, St. 
Joseph's Orphanage, or Bob Hope 
House when they come to the 
· Sports Center; coaching young peo-
ple for Special OlympiCs; and 
volunteer programs . at Longview 
and Millcreek Psychiatric 
Hospitals. According to Eichold, 
volunte.ers are needed for all of 
these . programs, including .the 
Special Religious Education 
program. 
Student Volunteers are coor~ 
dinated by Campus· Ministry 
through the Pied Piper. The student 
directors · are Eichold and Dave 
Roth. Interested students can con-
tact either . of ·them- (Roth at 
745-3365;. Eichold at· 863-2720) or · 
the Campus Ministry office 
(745-3398). 
Searcy chosen for se~ate 
The sixteenth senate seat, empty 
at the start of the Student Govern-
. ment ~eeting Monday, was filled 
by the end of the assembly. 
The new senator, Sophomore 
Amy Searcy, was one of two ap-
plicants for the position vacated by 
former Senator Rick Rochester at . 
the end of the last semester. 
Searcy is a transfer student from 
Miami University, where she was 
elected as a representative to 
Miami's· Legislative Assembly dur-
ing her first semester freshman 
year. She is a political science major 
and hopes· ro become a lawyer. 
Last summer she was a volunteer 
for Congressman· T/:lomas Luken 
and assisted with his campaign in 
the last election in which he was re-
elected. 
At Xavier, she is active in 
organizing Little Sibs Weekend 
scheduled for February and plans 
to help with Greek Week X in the 
spring. · 
Searcy's term will expire at the 
time of general elections in March. 
Wood heart surgery.a success 
By DANIEL. FAGEL 
News Editor -
Dari Wood, chief of Security, 
last· wek underwent an eleven 
hour open heart surgery which 
was deemecj a complete success 
by doctors at Christ Hospital in. 
Cincinnati. 
Wood, who was released from 
the intensive care unit Saturday, 
said that he was "sore," but that 
he "felt fine." . 
Wood entered the hospital 
when he experienced a reoc-
currence of heart trouble he had · 
five years ago. At that time, he 
had surgery to repair his mitral 
valve. This time, he said, they 
replaced that valve and another, 
the aortic Valve. 
He was uncertain as to his im-
1nediate future, but hoped that 
he would be out of the hospital 
· in I 0 days and he expected the 
overall recovery period to last 
eight weeks. Thomas Stadt-
miller, associate vice president 
for busine.ss ·affairs, said that 
security will use part time. help 
·and rental officers to make up 
for Wood's absence. 
Injustices in El Salvador 
call. f·or American con·cern 
BY JOE T°ROMBLA Y 
''The cry for 
.liberation of this.· 
people is a cry that 
rises to God,· and 
that nothing .and. no~ 
one can stop." 
~.Archbishop 
Osc·ar Romero 
On Tuesday, Dec. 9, the film "El 
.: ·Salvador: Revolution or Death" was 
presented by the Romero Center. The 
crowd was so large the film had to be 
moved from the OKI Room to the 
Theatre. Because of .that response the 
film was presented again on Jan. 19. The 
second audience was just as large. 
Nicaragua; it was the combined work of 
10 Salvadorian Catholic institutions. 
The declaration stated that the people of ·. 
· · El Salvador are involved in a just strug-
gle "to obtain the justice and peace that 
they have so long· desired and so often 
been denied." 
The United States has a tetribie 
. phobia of communism; any leftist op po-
. sition to a rightist government is auto-
. matically labelled communist. 
In the movement against the govern-
ment· in El Salvador, there is . a com-
munist influence, but as a percentage·. it 
is not a majority. Indeed, the three-
pronged opposition, which includes the 
Church, labor unions, teachers, lawyers, 
doctors, and the left~wing fighters, 
refuse ·to be labelled Marxists or even 
leftists; rather, they call· themselves 
''reyolutionaries.'' 
These people, who are ca{lable of· 
effectively organizing the oppressed peo-
ple of El . Salvador, are frequently 
assassinated. The Salvadorian govern-
ment claims the .assassinations . are the 
The film is not one to which you take work of the leftists, ·seeking to make the 
someone who has a weak stomach. In ''revolutionaries" martyrs. However, 
fact,· no one who is human could have · · they neglect to explain why the leftists 
watched the film and not been moved by would constantly kill off their own 
the. cause of the Salvadorian people. leaders. · · . , 
®lliJ~IB1f 
®lPomo®m 
When the aristocrats first settled in 
Central America, they . supported and 
were in turn supported by the Catholic 
Church. Since Vatican II, however, the'. 
Church has reversed its role in a humani-
tarian effort io help the oppressed. 
The death .of social-activist · Arch-
bi1>hop Oscar Romero is evidence.of the 
Since its beginning; El Salvador. has Church's firm stance. ljis death, along 
been run by 14 families who own 60 per- with those of the American nuns and 
cent of all arable land and control most laywoman, four priests, and many other 
of the wealth of the country. The fam- Christians, also indicate that the Salva-
ilies are. backed by the army; no one can . dorian. dictatorship is neither afraid of 
· op'pos·e them or the.governmen't without ·the Church'nor·theu;s. • .. ' ·· . . 
. fear of being dragged off during the Since then repeated attacks have beeri 
night, only to reappear in the morgue or made against the archdiocesan head-
some roadside sand-grave. Whenever quarters, the Catholic radio, rectorie~, 
the people gather to protest, the army schools, and churches. In fact, accord-
disperses. them with gunfire. ing to Ben· Urmston, S.J ., associate 
The Salvadorian jurita likes to believe pastor -of Bellarmine Chapel, the Jesuit · 
. their government is in line with demo- university in El Salvador was ransacked 
cratic principles. But how can any this past week by the Salvadorian army. 
government call itself a democracy if it Many Americans feel no ~oncern for 
oppresses . the ·very people it is sup- what happens in Central America. Since 
. posedly representing? the release of the American hostages 
The .army is run in much the ·same from Iran, many have felt an· internal 
manner as the Nazi police were run, and sense of freedom. · . 
-little_ wonder, for at least one former However, a growing number feel that 
Nazi is in a powerful position in El Sal- the· .Salvadorians are entitled to the 
vadoL Ironically, these troops are rights and privileges they can now only 
hacked with American weaponry, paid dream about. If you are· among these 
.for by the same Americans who devoutly Americans, write your congressmen and 
boast of human rights. express your concern for the people of 
· As of November 1980, 8,500 Sal-
vadorians were killed and there was. no 
response from the United States. How-
ever, when four American women were 
murdered, all aid to the junta was halt-
ed, only to be reinstated within a week. 
Before 1980 was to finish, the figure 
would come close to 10,000 deaths - a 
large numbei; for such a small country. 
On the eve of the Jan. 10 insurrection, 
a statement entiteld "Christians and the 
Insurrection'' was received in 
El Salvador. If you wish to become more 
involved or ·would like more infor- · 
mation, join the Xavier branch of the 
Cincinnati Central American Task 
Force. Call Joe Tromblay or Father 
Urmston (74573398) for information. 
Also, take advantage of the presenta-
tion by Mario Velasquez, representative 
of the Revolutionary Democrat.ic Front, 
who will speak at 8 p.m. tonight in the 
.Xavier Theatre. · 
Joe Tromblay is a sophomore theology 
major. · 
• 
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-Haiti moves from wlt.hin: 
Two weeks in Haiti does not a Haitian 
make: It is however, enough time to draw 
some conclusions about the country from ex-
ternal appearance~. 
One is hit with ·the sense of overwhelming 
poverty in Haiti. Even externally, the causes 
can be isolated. to some degree: government . 
corruption and mismanagement; exploita-
tion of the poor by the rich and the lack of 
· necessary skills among most of the poor to 
produce enough goods for the people, in-
cluding the most important commodity, 
food. · 
What one misses to a great extent in such a 
short visit is a sense of the true feelings of the 
peopfo. How .c! _ they feel about their coun-
try? 'Do they see any chance for real change? 
Will they take the necessary steps for 
change? The only way to truly get any answer 
to these questions is to talk to the native 
people. 
RANDAL 
McCRAW 
Chynyquy Calixte is a student at XU. He is 
also a native Haitian who has spent the last 
five-and-a-half years in the :United ·States. 
He,.·better than anyone else on this campus, 
ean see the total picture in Haiti. · 
Calixte I1.as a grasp. on aspects of Haitian 
life that are obvious to the visitor, even 
though hard to .quantify. He can tell those 
who want to know that the poor in .Haiti 
· comprise at least 80-85 percent of the popula-
tion. The poor in Haiti .are very poor; for 
· many of them, their incomes fall below the 
$150 per capita income in the country. 
He also · knows that the pove!tY is 
perpetuated by the fact that 70-75 percent of 
the people are considered illiterate. He says 
that "out of this number, 60 percent cannot 
read or write at all!" 
Calixte believes that "until there is a 
recommitment to the masses by the .govern-
ment, the people will not be able to break the 
shackles of-poverty." He sees, however, that 
the government will not do so, because any 
movements forward "will let the people see 
that there is something better, and they 
. wmild revolt." 
He firmly believes that such a revolution is 
inevitable unless the present government 
changes its structure. This r~volution will be 
led by a nucleus of young people, including 
some of the childreQ of rich Haitians, "wlio 
have begun to develop a consciousness of a 
better life for all o( the people in Haiti." 
In the end, Calixte thinks that this revolU-
tion, though it may be violent, _will lead to 
necessary reforms in agriculture, economics, 
and the sc;>cial order. Though the poor will 
suffer most through a violent struggle, Calix-
te feels that they,. along with. the rest of the 
country, will move· forward. 
Chynyquy Calixte obviously feels op-
timistic about the future of his home land. In 
the next few years, he hopes to get experience 
in redevelopment so that, when the system in 
Haiti changes, he will be prepared fo help 
carry out the reforms. -
His is a confidence that results from know-
ing what is in the hearts of the people, the in-
ternal makeup·of a country in contrast to ex-
ternal appearances. 
r. ·.Letter to the editor '\ 
Student urges···peace _for hostages 
To the editor: 
Finally, the 52 American ex-hostages are 
on American soil. Their return on Sunday 
closed on.e of the most shocking, seemingly 
endless episodes in the history of the inter-
national community. After spending over 14 
months as c~p~ives in a. country governed 
solely by a bearded old cuss named Kho-
meini, the 52 freed Americans can receive a 
hero's welcome home and carry on their lives 
as normal everyday citizen's again. Unfor-
tunately, my gut instinct tells me the Ameri-
can press and media will· continually hound 
the ex-captives, probing them to re-live their 
past, a past that they surely want to forget, 
for awhile at least: 
T_his, I.Jlelieve, is the saddest part of the 
whole ordeal. 
The press and media have a responsi.bility 
to inform the public. Fine. For weeks to 
come, journalists, TV reporters, et al. will 
camp out on the ex-hostages' front porches 
seeking out a story, any story. This will pro-
bably go on for Clays. These 52 Americans 
will probably find it tedious to even tie thefr 
shoes without having some reporter asking' 
them why. The press and media will ask the 
same dumb questions: "What's it like to be 
tortured and badgered for 444 days at the 
mercy of hostile militants?" "What's it like' 
to be brainwashed?" Who in their right mind 
·would want to know what it's like to be tor-
tured and brainwashed? Who wants to hear 
another person's grief and suffering? "S & 
M'ers," yes, but not decent people like you 
and me. I ask you, is this journalistic 
responsibility? 
I hope the press and media will leave the 
hostages alone and let them ease back into 
the mainstream of American society and get 
used to being free again. 
RICK CHAMBERS 
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Marqu·ette speed destroys Musk.ies 
as game: :·becomes· Warrior sh_ow 
much early in the game, .in fact: .it . 
was nQt until the appearance of Jon 
Hanley and Gary Massa in the. 
lineup that the Muskies were able to 
produce any type of serious attack. 
0 The Muskies coming. off of vic-
tories over Detroit and Okfahoma 
City were unable to continue this 
winning spirit as they fell to the 
·speed of Marquette, 78-59, last 
Monday at_ the Coliseum. 
. In an attempt to avenge- their loss 
to Dayton last Saturday, the War-
. riors came out fighting and unfor-
tunately the Muskies were the vic-
tims. Xavier did not accomplish 
B~t it was the Warriors' ·quick- · 
ness and excellent penetration of 
the Muskie defense that prevaiied. 
In the first half Marquette dom-
inated the boards, 24-13, which in 
itself. tel!S the tale of the ·36-24 Mar-
quette halftime lead. Probably the 
leers ·score first win 
By TOM MURRAY 
Sports Reporter 
The hockey team began the se-
cond half of its season last Tues-
day night and skated their way 
to a thrilling 4-3, come-from-
behind victory over Northern 
Kentucky. Persistent backcheck-
ing and good passing in the 
defensive zone were ·keys to the 
Muskie victory. 
.After falling behind 2-0 early 
in the first period, the Muskies 
closed the gap to 2-1 on Tom 
McPike's breakaway goal. .The 
second and third periods belong-
ed to Xavier as Sean Madden 
and Craig Curk scored on drives 
from the .blue line to put XU on 
top 3-2. Mike Costantini's goal 
from the slot with seven minutes 
left proved to be. the game 
winner. 
A· Northern Kentucky goal 
with three minutes left challeng-
ed the Muskie lead, but the fired 
up XU skaters put pressure on 
an empty NKU goal to finish the 
game. · XU goalie Steve Levin 
had several spectacular saves in 
the final minutes. · 
The XU hockey team plays 
every Tuesday night at the Dixie 
Ice Bowl on Dixie Highway In 
Ft. Wright, Kentucky. All fans 
of hockey anci fun are invited to 
attend. 
only bright spot for the Muskies iri 
that half.was in their ability to hold 
Oliver Lee to four points. 
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secorid half, cutting the 12-point · · • · • . • -- -·;-- · ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:i~ t~h:i~~~~~~~" Lady · M us.kres v1_ctor1_o:us . 
were. un~b.le to continue .this attack -1·n m· atch· 8- gai·_.n_ st Ke· ·ntu· ·c·· ·ky· .because 1t was the Warnors' speed · .· . · _ · . . . .. 
that again causec!. the .Muskies' · · · 
demise. The final minutes of the · By ALAN PARRA latiori Xavier got the ball right 
game were indicative of this type of · Sports Reporter. back .. 
Warr.ior control as the. match The Lady Musketeers overcame a For the first five minutes of the 
turned into a Marquette dunking six point halftime deficit to 'def eat second session the two teams ex-
contest. The Warriors were able to the. Kentucky Belles of the Ameri- changed baskets .until fr~shman Jo. 
pick apart the Muskie defense and · can Athletic Union (AAU) (i9-63, Ann Osterkamp scored three 
walk away with five dunks and an last Monday at the Coliseum. The straight baskets to pull the Muske-
eventual 78-59 victory. . Belles were a last minute replace-· teersto within one point. Two.free· 
Hanley led the Muskies with 16 ment for Cedarville College. · . throws by Terri Tombrager put 
points while Jeff' Jenkins, who Since it was an AAU team, the Xavier up by one with. 12:07 left· 
scored 25 in the victory over Detroit . win will not be recorded as a Xavier and. for the ·next six minutes the 
last Saturday, contributed 12. victory. teams again traded baskets.' With. 
Oliver. Lee, held to four points in In the. first haif Xavier took ·a 4:21 left in. the game Beth Hake 
the first half, was good for 18 in the quick lead, but the Belles slowly • made a driving lay-up to put the 
Warrior cause. Xavier shot a mere came back and with U: 11 to play in Muskies ahead for good. After a 
. 33 percent from the field against 56 the half ihey went ahead 17-15. The . missed shot by the Belles, Ford 
percent by Marquette. Ill many Bel.les then took control _of the made a three~point play to give 
ways this shabby shooting per- game and built a 12-point lead. If it ··Xavier. a 63-59 lead. The Muskies 
. centage \\'.as due to the Muskies' was not for freshman Anne Ford, · then were able to hold onto their . 
inability, to pene_trate the Warrior who scored 14 points, Xavier might .lead and eventually win the game by 
defense. · · · h!lve been blown out early.· But the score of 69-63. · 
The Muskies' next game is ·Xavier was abie. to whittle the lead 
tonight against Oral Roberts in the down to six points at the half when 
Coliseum at 8 p.m. as they will try Chris Hart converted two free 
to boost their 3-3 conference record throws with four seconds ieft to 
and 6-11 overall record. . play.' Then after an inbound's vio-
Xavier plays two road game~ this 
weekend against Youngstown State 
on Friday and Cleveland's John 
Carroll University on Saturday. 
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Sports Commentary . 
tfhaf g cAQQ gke CWtcote 
Have you ever noticed that while ·. Olsen know football, but they lack that the Cowboys are from Dallas, 
most people root for their favorite somewhat in personality. NBC also and she knows that Roger 
teams to make· the Super Bowl, few has a bright and ·promising an-· .Staubauch ·used to. play for the 
fans ev.er. voice support for their nouncer - in Bob Trumpy. For Dallas Cowboys. Aside 'from that, 
favorite· networks to cover foot- pregaine 'information, NBC proud- her analysis is quite shallow. Sorry 
· ball's grand- finale? ly gives us Bryant Gumbel who is to say it, by Phyllis is better off to· 
Perhaps this seems" insignificant . young, low-key ·and very profes- stay home with her famiiy. 
in comparison with the game itself, · sionaL Bryant is a definite plus for But announcing is not the only 
but on~ inust realize that Super NBC. thing to look at when rating the net-
Bowl viewefs invest a lot_ of money The CBS network has the best works' coverage of a game. A great 
in munchies: beer, potato chips, combination with Pat Sumerall and amount of time is spent upon pro-
. pretzels, more beer, the occasional Tom Brookshire. These two always. ducing these broadcasts. Most peo-
roast beef on rye followed by - : , give insight an4 interest, with a. pie have no idea of the effort put in-
you guessed it - even more _beer. . dash of humor, in ~very game t~~)'. to the various technic~I aspects of.a 
The ;\BC network has. kept us - television football game.· In this 
amused on Monday nights with department, all three networks do a 
Frank Gifford, Fran Tarkenton·. good job, but NBC seems to' be the 
(yuck!}, ·and Howard ·Cos ell only one of the three unafraid to ex- · 
(double-yuck!) Tarkenton· was a BUD perimen,t with ·new concepts (the 
great quarterback, but- as an an- most ·notable of which was the 
nouncer· _he: leaves much to be O'CONNOR Maimi"New York Jets game which 
desired. Fran's voice is so nasal that didn't have announcers). · · 
name: GARY MASSA 
yr: senior 
ht: 6-7 
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teain: BASKETBALL 
· position: forward 
wt: 205 it sounds as though he has two. Now that the football season is 
corks stuffed up his nostrils. , His do. My only corriplafrit is that Pat , over, all of those emphatic fans 
talent, or lack thereof, is just slight- and Tom only do, the Dallas who have been ·saving their opi-
hometown: Cincinnati-
ly better than Howard Cosell's. Cowboys' games (or so it seems). nions on the networks' football -
Howard is quite intelligent'(honest-. Unfortunately, if'you are not wat- coverage can.· rele.ase their 
ly),. and <loes an amazing job with . chihg a Dallas game, you're .stuck·- hostilities. If you have made any 
the. ·halftime . highlignts . of other ·with one· _of . CBS's second~rate, --evaluations of the football year in 
In his first season as a Muskie, Gary.scored 391 points (14.5 ppg) 
to set the men's all-time frosh scoring record. His sophomore year,· 
he averaged n .8 ppg, but hit the winning basket at the buzzer. to 
defeat Tennessee,' 51-50, for the championship of the Volunte·er 
Classic'. Last year he finished with his highest average ever (14.6) and 
his best shooting' year ever, hitting 52. 7 percent from the field and NFL ·games, ~nd on occass_ions 'he back~up announcing' squads. review; send the networks a Jetter. does make· a good point. Howard's. • · · Should. you be :lucky enough to If you don't know the address, just 
. problem is that he doesn'.t know tune into CBS during their pregame leave the letter with me and I'll be 
when to keep his lips s~ut. ', , , shows, you will see football's first happy to forward it for you. 
-· 80. 7 percent at the foul line. He scored over 20 points on three occa-
sions last year, with his season-high being a 25-point performance 
. Then there's · Frank Gifford. family ·Brent, Phyllis, and Irv. Incidentally, as far as which net- against Oklahoma City. . . . . . He was selected the team's Co-MVP last year with David Ander-
son,. and has recently become. the seventeenth. player in Muskie 
history to join the 1000-point club. 
Frank is as sophisticated an an•· ···Brent Muss berger is the captain of work r would prefer to cover the . 
·-nouncer as. there has eyer been in this motley . crew. Although Brent Super Bowl, just give me Pat and 
football. His aesthetic appearance understands what goes on down on .Tom on CBS arid I'd be satisfied. 
To· defend title in relays · 
combined with his knowledge of the the gridiron, his announcing style is 
game make him _the best single an~ not indicative ·of any superiority 
nouncer. However, one good band" over 'his cohorts. Phyllis George 
. aid cannot cover two unsightly Brown is not.the greatest announcer 
blemishes. · ' in . the world, but her looks put 
NBC has come a long way during Brent and Irv to . shame •. And 
the last few years. They have a good . Phyllis does know something about 
announcing team in Dick Enberg football - she knows that it's. not 
and Merlin Olsen. Both Enberg and ·.the same as baseball, she knowi 
Aquamuskies bruise Butler, 10-3 
.Let's split 
.and have a 
·Coke! /- ..... _.® 
( f~ . Call Days Evenings & Weekends 
-H (513)821-2288 
lf#IP N' Come Visit Our Center 
. . 7719 Reading Road 
Educat1onal Center - Cincinnati, OH 45237 
TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE· 1938 Classes begin January-February 
For Information About Other Ce_nters In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad · 
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 80D·223·1 l82 
. By LOU MURDOCK 
Sports Reporter. 
Winning 10 of the scheduled 13 
, events;'tiie men Aquamuskies con-· 
fidentTy defeated Butler last Satur" 
-day for 'their · third win · in four 
outings.· 
·In spite of illness holding back 
some of . the Muskie swimmers, 
· Coach Denise• Counts was pleas.ed , 
with· the . team's dazzling results> 
''Not everyone was feeling very well· 
coming into the meet,,, she said-,' 
''but my men swam' v,:ith heart and 
Kalle Donovan Photo 
A relieved Peggy Regan surfaces after winning the 200 freestyle In a meet last 
_week .against Wittenberg. 
Actuarial Trainee 
We are willing to train qualified i_ndividuals for a 
professional actuarial career. We offer opportunities for 
dynamic career advancement; interfacing with aM levels 
of management; and on-the.,.job study time and salary 
incentives for passing the actuarial examinations.· 
The qualified candidate will: 
• Receive at least a Bachelor's degree, as a math ma-
jor, or have a comprehensive mathematics back-
ground 
• Desire to succeed in management _ 
•·Want to devote unusual time and effort to career 
development 
An excellent sala,ry a:nd benefit program is also_ offered. 
Interested candidates should contact your placement 
office to sign up for an interview with us when we visit 
your campus on February 3, 1981. 
Great American Insurance Company. 
··Actuarial Division 
580 Walnut Street 
· Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
(513)369-5000 
determination:•• 
While in the midst of the hardest 
phase of training this season, the 
swimmers are · looking down the 
road for another win this weekend 
when they defend their title as 
Berea Relay champions. Because 
there is no conference meet, captain 
Rich Martin explains that the r~lay 
is the highest point of the season for 
. many of the swimmers. "For the 
men's team this is the only real · 
.chance we have 'to compete for a 
team title," remarked -Martin, "so 
naturally it means a lot to us. Being 
two-time defending champs . also 
adds to our enthusiasm." 
Event winners against Butler 
were: medley relay, ·Martha Sten-
son, Sean O'Brien, Mike Turner 
and John Graham, 1000 free, Lou 
.Murdock, SO_ free, Bob Jacobs, 200 
IM, Lou Murdock, 1 & 2 meter.div-
ing, Tom Wickstrom, 100 free, 
Rick Martin, 500 free, Lou Mur-
dock, 200 breast, Sean O'Brien, 400 
free relay Bob Jacobs, Joe Connor, 
John Graham and Rich Martin. 
The men will ·defend their two-. 
year title this Saturday at the B1<rea 
Relays. · 
-!\·press---
The MEN'S BASKETBALL team 
will host Oral Roberts at Riverfront 
Coliseum tonight at 8 p.in. 
* * * 
The WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
team travels to Youngstown State 
on Friday and then it's over to 
Cleveland as they face John Carroll 
on Saturday. 
* * * 
INTRAMURALS ROSTERS for 
the following must be returned by 
tomorrow at 4 p.m. 
Mixed Doubles'Bowling League 
Capt's meeting - Jan. 29, 6 p.m. 
Co-Rec Basketball . 
Capt's meeting - Jan. 30, 3 p.m. 
Floor Hockey 
Capt's meeting - Jan. 30, 3:15 
p.m. 
Co-Rec Volleyball 
Capt's meeting - Jan. 30, 3:30 
p.m. 
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Question: Do . you . think that the movie 
"Xa,·ler Today" accim1tely portrays Xavier 
life as yon haw experien'ced it'! 
MARINA ZVETINA 
Senior, Dayton, Ohio . , 
"\\'hile disgustingly staged (when was the 
l;ist time yvu saw John LaRocca in a collar?), 
the film was well-made and definitely em-
ph;1sized the : Jesuit· tradition \vhich is 
.:hara..:teristh: of Xavier. I recommend it. as 
fine ente~tainment." 
DAVE WEISKITT·EL 
Junior, Cleveland, Ohio 
"In general, the movie was well-done, but 
found myself left \vith the feeling that an 
impersonal conglomeration was about to · 
swallow me. The continuous changing of 
scenes and. moods was somewh_at rushed." 
KATHY NOONAN 
Graduate Student, Park Hills,' Ky. 
"I think the videotape accurately por- . 
trayed Xavier's campus and student life as I 
have S!'!en it during my time her.e. Emphasis 
on all aspects. of academic life . was well 
demonstrated." 
/ 
DAVID ROTH 
Sophomore, Cleveland, Ohio 
''All in all I thought the movie was very 
well done. However, many of the areas it 
covered we're overdone and overemphasized. 
I couldn't help but think that it is exactly 
what Fr. Mulligan ordered." 
JIM LACEY 
Freshman, Cincinnati, Ohio 
"While attending· Xavier for . just one 
semester I have not come into contact with 
every aspect portrayed. in the film. From my 
experiences, and fr.om what the film shows, I . 
think it 'does show Xavier as it is today in · . 
regards to classes, students, activities, and 
the atmosphere." 
Placement .office announces 
more corporate interviews 
. 
Initial sign-ups for qualified students to interview with th'e follow-
ing companies are being takel). on Tuesday, Feb. 3. Additional sign-
ups will be taken in the Career Planning and Placement Office for 
any open schedules at least 48 hours prior to the interview .. 
DATE 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 17 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 19 
Feb. 20 
COMPANY POSITION 
MONTGOMERY WARD Store Manager 
HALLE'S DEPART-
MENT STORE Merchandising Trainee 
PENN MUTUAL LIFE 
HARRIS CORP. 
IRS 
PEAT, MARWICK 
& MITCHELL 
NCR 
PROCTER & GAMBLE 
DAVID J. JOSEPH 
H. & S. POGUE 
DIAMOND INTER-
NATIONAL CORP. 
FIRESTONE TIRE 
& RUBBER 
Management Trainee 
Agent Positions 
Acct. 
Programmer 
Acct.· 
Broker 
Asst: Buyer 
Programmer 
Sales 
LIBERTY NAT'L BANK Management Trainee 
CLAIROL, INC. . Sales 
OHIO CASUAL TY INS. 
CO. Sales 
Attention Junior Marketing Majors 
Vick's Health Care \vill be interviewing on-campus Feb. 16 for a 
~ummer intern~hip sales posiiiort. Anyone interested should sign-up 
i11 the Career Planning and Placement Office imme~iately. · 
/ 
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In last week's Muskie Memoirs the ·men .of 1947 ·!\howed strong 
opposition to having women admitted to the university. This did not mean, 
however, that Xavier. men fook no interest fo the female sex. In 1937 a 
News writer asked. college men about their idea of the ideal college co-~d. 
Forty-four years later, the News poses the question once again, but this time 
f~r men and women. For the men: What is your idea of the ideal college 
girl? For the women: What is your idea of the ideal copege guy? This.week's 
report, compiled by Sandy Schroeder, includes the men's version, first in 
The ideal 
~ollege worn.an 
1937 and then in 1981. · 
Next week: the ideal college guy, according to Xavie'r wo;nen . 
·1937 
C. Jack Quinn, Miami Univer-
sity: "My ideal college girl must be 
wor:ldly-wise. She must not affect· 
to be the sweet clinging-vine type 
that disappeared after the last 
war. She must have a good deal of 
common sense and possess these 
qualities; that is all that I ask." 
University of Cincinnati '40 
(name· withheld): ''I would say 
that she must be a good talker, a 
good dancer, and possess some 
·intelligence." 
·warren. C. House,· Miami 
University: Wfhe ideal college girl 
· should have the emotfonal 
equilibrium necessary. for 
external and internal. poise; a 
working knowledge of the 
economic, political and sodal 
stn1ctures of our culture; and the 
ability . to think of herself as an 
individual and as a member of the 
world society. -
"Given. these she could hardly 
lack character, charm, personality, 
and that 'good common sense' so· 
highly cherished by our culture 
and so 'worshipped' by the 
average college man." 
Charles L. Deiner, Miami 
.University: "Pulchritude, person-
ality, poise - what else could a 
man ask?" 
. Xavier :University •as- (nallle 
withheld): "My ideal. ·college girl. 
has brown hair, blue eyes, talks · 
well but listens better; has plenty 
of personality. and consequent 
popul!irity; and finally, combines 
her charm with.intelligence.'' 
One chap, whose head almost 
pierced the stratosphere 
maintained that his ideal must be 
in the neighborhood of six feet, so . 
that he could comfortably see her 
when . dancing. 
Her· hair must be natural and 
preferably of its. true shade of 
color. V!irious types of blondes, 
brownettes · and brunettes were 
listed among their "ideals" by 
these college men. · 
. In' regard ·to her dress and 
cosmetics, the "Ideal" must be up 
to the minute and in good taste 
but must not be loud or extreme 
in either. · 
She must be able· to converse 
intelligently but let her escort 
take the lead in the conversation. 
She must not have the loud 
laughter that bespeaks an empty 
mind nor must she resort t.o 
giggling. 
Quality Bond Copies 
ONLY 4¢ 
Other services available: 
• Thesis copying . 
• Binding · 
• Photos for: 
Applications) Passports, 
Resumes · 
• Film processing 
. Convenien~~Service 
· KINKO'S· COPIES 
243 Calhoun 
(NEXT TO ARBY'S) 
221~5981 
8-8 daily Sat.10-6 
617-C Vine St. 
241-3366 
8-6 daily · Sat. 10-6 
She must be .a good dancer, but 
us in conver~tion, must let her 
·escort lead. Furthermore, her 
choice in dances should · coriform 
to that of the male. 
Wrap certain of these attributes 
into one composite being and that 
is your Ideal College Girl. When 
. hund in hand you stroll 'neath .the · 
elms, with a pale moon silhouet-
ting tlie ivied college walls, and 
. soft silver chimes peal otit from 
the old clock tower, she is your 
·dream· come true. 
paranoid when I sit down next to 
her. She should be a good friend 
und be able t.o have a good ti111e. 
I'd .like her to have a good 
· personality, but it's OK of she's 
shy. Once I get· to know her 
though, she·must be open and able 
·to express herself." 1981 Mark Rµbertus, senior chemical · 
'The men surveyed in 1981 science major: "My ideal college 
generally want an intelligent girl girl should· be dressed well and 
.. who is sociable, not an airhead, walk. wlth confidence ·but no 
interested in . athletic : activities, cockiness. She should have a nice 
·and who takes care of. her figure arid nice hair, and she 
appearance but \vhose personality shouldn't wear wild. colors. Her 
is more important than. her · appearance, though, isn't as 
appearance.· important as the way she comes 
The . following are tltree more acro..<>s. She must have· common 
specific descriptions: .sense, not be ari airhead, talk 
Kevin Geiman, sophomore intelligently without clichcs, be 
philosophy. major: I . like a girl witty and creative, be at ease 
who is open and \villing to move an}"yhere she goes, adapt to any 
· on to different . things. She is siti.tation, tn!k to anyone with ease, 
. willing t.p be more than 'just an. be outgoing, be a tn1e lady arid 
acquaintance, but is a good athletic. She should have ·a 
compiuiion and an equal. She is multitude of interests. And she 
willing to be loving as opposed to shmdd . also be· able t.o take my 
being in love,.someone who really. sarcastic remarks and return with 
puts herself into things; :she . ·good responses." 
· doesn't pass the buck. My ideal Other men interviewed listed 
girl is interested in more than .. some special. characteristics they 
herself; she has fun \vith people would like their ideal eollege girl 
and is interested in ·the to possess: 
community. She is sociable and • a Mercedes or BMW 
religious, and she has faith in • the ability to say his name in 
herself · Frerich and whisper it in his ear 
Cfrris Deye, sophomor~ •a willingness to hold doors 
_ marketing ·major: "Looks· don't open form him and to treat him 
matter that much in my ideal girl,, like a real man 
but I would prefer that she be • cheup taste; he likes a girl 
fairly cute. She doesn't have to be who is liberated and will pay her. 
extremely athletic, but somewhat own way - and pay his way 
coordinated. She can't. be .sometimes too. 
938 Hatch _.:.. Mt .. Adams 
621~3666 
Every TUESDAY. 
The big night with the soi.all. pri~e 
on draft beer. 
Happy Hour .. 
Mon.-Fri. - 3-7 p.m. 
, . . 
·Open Daily 3-2:30 
· Mt. Adams easily accessibl~ via I-71 or 
straight down the Parkway and through E.den Park. 
d~ ~ JUzce,'196'7 
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. Alurtlnus returns 
to direct '.'Macbeth''' 
. . . . 
entertainment 
,··· . . . . By MARY ROESENER 
Entertainment Reporter . 
Ostholthoff graduated from 
Xavier in 1967 with a· '.B.S. in 
Page7 Xavier News Wednesday, January 28, 1981 . For"the first time in several years 
the Xavier .Players are· being 
directed by" someone other than a 
stafr" member. James 'Ostholthoff 
has returned· to·. Cincinnati ·and .. 
Xavier University to' direct next · 
momh's-production of Macbetll. 
. English. He got his Masters of fine 
Arts , at · Goodman School of 
Drama·, Art Institute of Chicago, in · 
1971. .. For . the past nine years 
Ostholthoffhas been a stage direc-
tor and teacher at Lewis and Clark 
College in Portland,• Ore. The last 
''Loose Ends" a.re. left untied 
J4MES · OSTH()L TtiOFF 
three of those years he. was chair-
man of the Theatre Depart.ment 
and an associate professor. 
. While at Xavier,' Ostholthoff was 
directed by Otto Kvapil, artistic 
· director for the Players,· and so is 
familiar with Kvapil's style, ,but in 
the 13 years that: he has been away 
he has studied ~everal types . of 
drama and has developed a style all 
h.is. own. Ostholthoff saip that 
Kvapil gave his life some direction: 
"He [Kvapil] recognized my talent 
and encouraged me to pursue .it,,, 
Ostholthoff said. . 
. : Ostholthoff has a deep interest in 
experimental · and conieµiporary 
''1rama, which uses the process of · 
' the rehearsal in different .and non-
. : traditional ways. · .. · . . 
. :- :fViacbeth; which will be per-
'formed on Feb. 20, 21; 22; 26; 27; 
and 28, will reflect OsthQlthoff's 
vast theatrical experience and· his 
own personal style. 
' • I • 
· By MARIE KOPSON 
Entertainment Reviewer 
The beauty of Cincinnati theater 
is that it spans centuries, offering 
p6rioq pieces from the Elizabethan 
theater of Shakespeare to the most 
contemporary ·works of even novice 
authors. The current production at 
· Ciilcinnati's Playhouse in the Park, 
running through .Feb. 1, is firmly 
entrenched in an era;· The show, 
"L(lose Evds,'' is the story of two _,, 
;000000000(~000000000000 
Entertainment .. 
Review 
o cipoop pp Q Oq Q pp oop_ci·p Q ppo 
J1eople who find themselves still 
·searching at the end of the 1960s . 
"Loose Ends'' is written by. 
MiChael Weller, .the man who. has 
become the speaker ofa generation 
with such shows· as '"Mo'on-
children" and "Hair." In those-we 
were presented with the children ,of 
the.19605. This latest piece presents · 
the inevitable transition of the. 
c'1ildren: of the 60s to the adulis of 
the 70s. EC shows· student ·art Paul (J. Courtland Miller) and 
Susan (Sandy Faison) meet on a 
Drawings by 12 Edgecliff art students are being exhibited through Feb .. · beach in Bali in 1970. He's fresh 
15 at Emery Art Gallery on the Edgecliffcampus. Works by Beth Cefalu, . from the Peace Corps, with a new 
Sandy Underwood Photo 
Sandy Falson as Susan and John Spencer as Qen In a scene from Michael 
Weller's "Loose Ends," now playing In the Cincinnati Playhouse's Robert S. 
Marx Theatre through Sunday. 
· Angela Franklin, paula Glandorf, Nancy Goldston, Anita Hehn, Lori job awaiting him· in the United 
Hodges, Monica Hoeffel, Cindy Hueil,. Bet_h Seitz Jackson, Trish Lampe, States. She's seeing.the world with · 
Robert Mills, and Rosa Peagler are on display.. her friencl. Janice ,(Pat Karpen) who 
.1: .. ··.; '.;.:·· ,,· . ·.: ··1·:: 
Hours at the Emery Art ·Gallery are I to 5 p.m., Sunday through Friday. 
. Admission is free. 
STUDY. IN ·E.UROPE 
Jhe University of Louvain (est.1425) 
Leuven, Belgium · 
offers' 
. COMPLETE PROGRAMES IN PHILOSOPHY 
for the DEGREES OF B~A., M.A.; and Ph.D. 
plus a JUNIOR .YEAR ABROAD PROGRAM 
· · All ·Courses Are In English · · 
Tuition is 11,500 Belgium· Franks (about $400) 
Write ·To: Secretary ·English Programmes 
Kardinaal · Mercierplein 2 · 
· B;.3000 Leuven, Belgium 
epitorriiz~ :the {ads throughout :the 
decade. P,aul .. and Susan consider 
the possibility of him n.ot returning 
to.the new job, .but Paul, like others 
of his generation, realizes it's time 
·to grow up. · · 
In what will become the mode of 
time and sc~ne change, for· the entire 
production, we are shown by slides 
. viewed on separate.• sides of the 
· stage ,...- with a background of ap-
. propriate music from the period -
that a year has passed in which Paul 
and Susan..bav.e re-met in the States 
and have discovered they love each 
other. · · · 
In. the course of the following 
years, though enticed · into · the 
middle-American convention of 
professional and economic ·com-
petition, Paul comes to the realiza-
. tion that all he wants is a ·simple life 
with his wife and a child of their 
own. Susan decides, however, that 
she wants to earn her' own living in 
fulfilling her .potential 'in the field 
of photography. She wants life to 
remain as it is, just she and her hus-
banp: _: no'child; ;~ .. 
· The performances of the 
·characters Paul and Susan were 
often inconsistent, perhaps due to 
the confusion on the .part.· of the 
playwright as to ·exactly what he 
wanted to . say. The director 
couldn't seem to reach a workable 
balance· between comedy and 
drama: There were moments of 
highly . poignant . drama - par-
ticulai"ly when Paul confronts 
Susan with the abortion she 
neglected to mentiOn to him - and 
also deft flairs of high comedy. The 
-entrance of Lawrence (Reqo Roop) 
as the interior decorator (not to 
mention Susan's boss) precipitates 
a scene of pure pixilation - a jux-· 
taposition o( delight ·and decision. 
Yet despite amusing and energetic 
performances by the secondary 
charaqters, the cast is unable to 
maintain the illusion and, among 
the principals, the effort of acting 
. . -
become apparent. 
The situations become merely 
cliche _,... fady meets guru but finally 
· marries.· ·businessman, man is 
· threatened ·by wife's financial and 
professional success, the dissolu-
tion of the marriage in the Califor-
nia ·film industry. (Does any mar-
riage last once the couple moves to 
California and· meets with money?) 
Though ·staged on an inventively 
abstract set with costumes which 
appropriately delineate the time 
frame, the show simply trfos to say 
. too much - most of which has 
already been said in pieces like 
"Saine Time Next Year." This pro-
duction is a gallant attempt to 
weave an intricate tapestry of social 
transition, but as the tjtle seems to 
prophesy, there are simply · too 
· many "Loose Ends." 
For tickets and. informatfon on 
"Loose Ends," call the Playhouse 
Box Office at 421-3888. Discount 
student rush tickets are available 15 
minutes before curtain on an 
availability basis, with a limit of 
two tickets per ID. 
•• .hop to· 
Genesee· Cream Ale ••• it's somel~ing diffe_rent! 
Genesee Br.awing Co .. Rochester, NY 
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classifieds-
n1.: had;. pai:l' rla~~ificds is ·a ·free ser-
' i.-.: ,1ff.:r.:d to rh.: swde1i1s, fa.:ulty and 
,1.1ff ,,f :\;i,frr Gni\'.:rsil\' b\' rhe Xai·ier 
.\',•11·s; · fo be [rnblish.:ll, ,;ds musr be 
pl.1..:<'d in rh.: .\'ews mailbox ar rhe In for~ 
111;11i,111 D.:;k of rhe Universiry C.:mer 
bd,1r.: J p.m. Fridays. Space may be 
li111i1,•d, so ·ads are primed on a i'irsl. 
.,:,1nk. fi'rsr sen·e basis. Ads must be re-
'ubmiued rn be reprii1ted. 
LOST AND FOUND 
R.:\\ .1r .. I 11.'r .lll'l'lh.' k;.h.lini! 11.1 lhl' r\.'l..'lni:rv 1.'f a swh:n 
:,:l:'.\1~h,11 · .. "·1 .. ~ t~~ li.E: :"'h:ir f.\'. l•1f..:1.is~J in hnmn 
;-.1t11:1in~. \n~,,111.• ,,Jth inf1.lr11tati1.ll1 .. 1wulll i:ull 
-~~·.N')S. 
. PERSONALS. 
Fnj1.'~ :ill i.lf 1lh.'. 1."1.l1l1fl'rl' 1.lf C:~11nr ~a,·h:r: t.:amp. 
t~l\l.'rn •• :;.1111p 1'l.1~fo1Jm. phi' mt11.:h nwr~. For. n10r~ 
inf .. ,rm.ui,,n .:;111 Camp dirc:~l1.lr 01. 
Ch.1rlh.· D. \\"1,,• \\;.lilt ~·ou. The: ·o.H.W. 
\\1.llfo:. 1!1.'loJ:lu~k in 1hi: 1!•1111'-' h.lllii!lll. I'll bl! 1hcre. 
Y,1ur 1iu;11ti~r I fan. K.1\.- - · 
HI.'~ .. hlt.' - 1 .. 1ht.'rl.'.rt.'ally slh:h a 1hing us skim milk? 
\f.C .. Jr.:0~1.ns Jon'1 1.1lways ..:oml.' lrul.', but I know 
~\'u \\ill, T.F. 
l.i1. \\I! nlis.s ~\lll ... GET WELL SOON!!! 
Movies no longer 
shown at.EC 
Friday night movies ·will no 
longer· be showri at th\! Edgecliff 
Campus. Film Committee Chair-
person Tom Welsh cited lack of at-
tendance as the reason for dis-
continuing the film· se'rvice. 
According to Welsh, "Hallo-
ween" was the only:film with a suc-
cessful turnout. 
The decision to terminate film 
ser\'ice at Edgecliff was made by 
Dennis Moller, assistant dean of 
student development, and Welsh. 
Shuttles are available for Edge-
cliff students to attend the 7 p.m. 
movies at XU's University Center 
on Friday evenings. 
Request denied 
Fror:n page 1 
Smith said after the meeting that 
he could not understand why there 
was all the commotion over only 
5100. "They acted like it was com-
ing out of their· O\Vn pockets," he 
said. He· continued, "I do· not 
understand how a· body whidi can 
approve over $3,000 for a· crook 
like G. Gordon Liddy cannot ap-
prove this s'mall sum for someone 
who really has something to say;" 
He hande~ in his resignation from 
the Speak'ers Committee Monday 
night.. 
Moller said that he will be able to 
find money in one of his budgets. 
He said that he had told Qppen-
heim he could do this if they found 
no. other funding. 
Haiti 
From page 2 
the government for food.{, Morris' 
friend told him that if that h~pp_ens, 
the government will call these peo-
ple communists and shoot them. 
Although this is a sobering 
thought, it did not completely take 
the fight out of the students. As 
Zvctina said, "I do not believe that 
it is a hop~less situation; I refuse to 
accept the safe and secure position 
that nothing can be done." 
Schmidt wishes that every stu-
dent on campus could experience a 
place like Haiti for himself; but ob-
Yiously each cannot. Therefore, he 
hopes that the experiences of those 
who did ·go will reach as many. 
students. as possible: 
Was the trip \vorth it? The 
students unanimously said yes. 
Despite the feelings of confusion 
and· frustration, Zvetina said that 
"you can't discount the little things 
w e d i d - t h e y cl o m e·a n 
,omething." Zink put the entire ex-
perience in perspective, saying "we 
:,imply did something for people, 
which is what it. is all about." 
Xavier News 
:EMERGENCY DENTAL. S~RV.ICE 
WEEKDAYS 9-1 T. Thompson cos· 821-2228 
203.Galbraith.AU~.15 · 
FEE $2·0· .. ·~OAPPOINTME'NTS 
.NO WAITING 
• rOOTHACliE ·• BROKEN DENTURE . . • LOOSE 11lOTH 
• BROKEN BRIDGE'. · • GUM PAIN 
• LOOSE CAP .• DENTURE PAiN 
• 'ABCESS GUM 
• • BROKEN lOOTH 
• BROKEN CAP • LOOSE BRIDGE • lOOTH INJURY 
• BROKEN FILLING • LOOSE FILLING • LOOSE TEMPORARY 
. . . • ETC. . . ... 
·REFERRAL SERVICE FOR ADDITIONAL CARE 
AlflLINE$. 
_ Major airlines are- now hiring for the.following opportunities: .. 
. . FLIGHT ATTENDANT~ .. 
TICKET AGENTS 
RAMP & BAGGAGE.PERSONNEL 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
RESERVATIONS AGENTS. 
. CLERICAL-POSITIONS 
· · lnd.ivi.duals int~rested in applyi~g With these airlines·comp·a.nies.must. b.e 
career oriented, have a public relations personality;be willing to travel if_ 
required, and be in good health. For further information on how to 
immediatelJ'. apply directly with these major airlines con:ipanies, write 
,to: 
. TRAVELEX, INC.· · 
ATTEN: AIRLINES APPLICATION INFORMATION 
3865 South Wasatch Blvd. Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Uiah 84109 ' . 
Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines positio_n (s) you •. 
are interested in applying. f(>r and enclose a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope spthat you may reteive further info!mation as to what steps to 
take so that posibile interviews might be arranged by these airlines. All 
major airiines companie'S ilre EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS. 
·.Wednesday, January 28,1981 
Taking your car to class is a sure 
way to.flunk .economics. 
Because taking your car to class ·isn't a very economical thing to do. 
And definitely not the way to impress your economi.cs professor. 
Leave your car at home. And ride the Metro. It's the biggest bargain 
around. And you'll never have to worry about finding a place to park. 
Best of all, during off-peak hours, when we're not so busy, you can ride 
for a base fare of just 30C. <That's from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and after 
6 p.m:, Monday through Friday, and anytime saturday and· Sunday.) 
To find out where. we go and whattimes we run, just give us a call 
at 621-4455. Because taking the.Metro to clas.s makes a lot of sense. 
... 
·~Metro 
It's the only way to g0. 
621·4455 
